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Executive Summary
The 2021 OHIO Sustainability & Climate Action Plan is a road map for the next 5 years of progress
toward the carbon neutrality and academic requirements of the Presidents’ Carbon Commitment
(formerly the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment) and the OHIO strategic
priority of “enhancing the University’s national position as a leading edge laboratory for sustainability.”
The plan challenges the University to reach new targets beyond those included in the 2011 Sustainability
and 2012 Climate Action Plans.
To streamline external reporting and facilitate national recognition, the plan aligns with the Association
for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) Sustainability Tracking, Assessment,
and Rating System (STARS) credits as well as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The sixteen sections of the plan are: Administrative Support, Buildings, Climate, Curriculum, Energy,
Engagement, Food, Grounds, Human Resources, Investments, Procurement, Research, Student Life,
Transportation, Waste and Water. Goals are included in each section of the plan along with metrics,
targets, strategies for reaching those goals as well as general triple bottom line costs and benefits of
implementing the strategies. The plan will be partnered with an internal implementation document
which will be more fully developed over the next academic year.
The creation of this document was a University and community-wide effort, informed by more than 450
comments from faculty, staff, students, and community members with valuable feedback integrated
into the plan.
Guiding principles for the 2021 OHIO Sustainability & Climate Action Plan were:
•
•

•

The new plan must direct progress toward the achievement of the Presidents’ Carbon
Commitments.
The new plan must merge and align the goals of the former Ohio University Sustainability Plan,
Ohio University Climate Action Plan and the AASHE STARS submissions to minimize duplicate
reporting requirements.
The new plan must provide triple bottom line cost benefit analyses for strategies, to aid in
implementation decisions.

Strengths of this plan lie in the expansion of sustainability goals to include issues such as diversity and
inclusion in the Human Resources and Student Life areas; in the incorporation of flexible experiential
and community-engaged learning laboratory strategies in both the plan and in the implementation
process; and in the focus on strategies that simultaneously benefit the triple bottom line of
sustainability: people, planet and prosperity, now and into the future.

Background
Ohio University is known for its strong commitment to sustainability, evidenced in part by its founding of
Recycle Mania with Miami University in January 2001, its listing on the Top 30 College & University US
EPA Green Power Partner list, its status as home to the largest in-vessel composting system of any
college or university in the nation, and its support of sustainability focused research and curriculum. The
university has almost 1 million square feet of Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED)
certified building space. Ohio University has achieved numerous sustainability accolades, including:
AASHE STARS Silver status for the past six years; Tree Campus Higher Education recognition for the fifth
straight year; Bicycle Friendly University for the past three years; recognition as a LEED Lab institution; a
national Gameday Recycling Challenge repeat winner; and a Platinum Ohio EPA Encouraging
Environmental Excellence recognition. Ohio University is a past winner of the APPA Sustainability Award
and the NACUFS bronze award for Waste Management.
Former President Roderick McDavis signed the American College and University Presidents’ Climate
Commitment, now called the Presidents’ Carbon Commitment, on March 15, 2007, committing the
University to:
•
•
•
•

creating and updating a climate action plan to achieve carbon neutrality
annual carbon tracking and reporting
actions to make carbon neutrality part of the curriculum for all students
actions to expand research in carbon neutrality

The first Ohio University Sustainability Plan was created through an extensive public planning process
and was approved by the Board of Trustees in 2011. The first Ohio University Climate Action Plan was
then created the following year in 2012 to meet the Carbon Commitment requirements.
More recently, President Duane Nellis reaffirmed Ohio University’s Carbon Commitment on his first day
in office, June 12, 2017, by signing the “We are Still In” declaration of continued commitment to
reaching carbon neutrality.

Planning Process
The 2021 OHIO Sustainability and Climate Action Plan was created after an extensive planning process.
Initial development began in 2016 by defining guiding principles and creating a timeline for plan
completion. Despite consistent advances, we extended our process several times, first in response to
faculty requests, then to needs of administrators and to navigate structural changes, and finally due to
circumstances caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Guiding principles were:
•
•

•

The new plan must direct progress toward the achievement of the Presidents’ Carbon
Commitments.
The new plan must merge and align the goals of the former Ohio University Sustainability Plan,
Ohio University Climate Action Plan and the AASHE STARS submissions to minimize duplicate
reporting requirements.
The new plan must provide triple bottom line cost benefit analyses for strategies, to aid in
implementation decisions.

The final planning process timeline included goal and target envisioning, vetting by responsible parties
and the public as well as multiple revisions over a two-year period, as is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Final planning process timeline.

How to read the plan categories
Category heading and
aspirational statement

The left column of each
category contains the
status of progress toward
goals in the previous plan;
AASHE STARS scores
compared to peers; and
carbon emissions related to
the category.

Relevant national and international
frameworks for the category

The right two columns of each
category contain the 20212025 goals; metrics, targets,
proposed strategies for each
goal; expected costs &
benefits of implementing
strategies; and notes &
definitions for the category.

Categories in the Plan
Sustainability at Ohio University is structured into core components and Sustainability Hubs. There are
three Sustainability Hubs, each led by a faculty member and comprising 4 thematic categories. The core
components, Sustainability Hubs and the Hub thematic categories are listed below and are hyperlinked
to each section of the 2021 OHIO Sustainability & Climate Action Plan.

Core Components
•
•
•
•

Administrative Support
Curriculum
Engagement
Research

Sustainable Administration Hub Categories
•
•
•
•

Climate
Human Resources
Investments
Procurement

Sustainable Living Hub Categories
•
•
•
•

Food
Grounds
Student Life
Transportation

Sustainable Infrastructure Hub Categories
•
•
•
•

Buildings
Energy
Waste
Water

Implementation and Tracking
A plan achieves success when it is complemented by an effective implementation process. The 2021 OHIO Sustainability
& Climate Action Plan will be implemented by administrators, faculty, students, and staff throughout the University.
Implementation will be facilitated and tracked by the Office of Sustainability and the Sustainability Hubs.
In the 2021-22 academic year, detailed implementation guides will be developed for each category in the plan. The
guides will include names of parties who have agreed to implement strategies, the specific metrics that will be gathered
to determine progress on those strategies, implementation notes, and how the metrics from each strategy will be
compiled to determine overall progress toward the plan goals. The Office of Sustainability Director and Associate
Director will each facilitate implementation of eight categories, with assistance from the Sustainability Hub
Coordinators, Sustainability Hub Graduate Assistants, and other student staff.
Implementation facilitation will also occur through the Sustainability Project Laboratory (SPL). Strategies will be listed in
the SPL as either ideas to be developed into implementable projects, or full projects which are ready to be implemented
by graduate students, as class projects, or as student organization projects. Strategy lists are designed to be flexible and
to change over time. Strategies will move fluidly from the ideas section of the SPL into the full project section, to
webpages as they are implemented, or perhaps back to the ideas section, as resources and priorities change.
Parties responsible for implementation from around the University will be contacted on an annual basis to gather
metrics on progress. Metrics will be compiled and compared to targets for each goal in each category on an annual basis
and will be reported in one or more of the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

Second Nature’s Annual Presidents’ Carbon Commitment Report
Ohio University Board of Trustee’s Annual Sustainability Report
Ohio University Bi-annual Sustainability Committee Report
AASHE STARS Tri-annual Report
Office of Sustainability webpages
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2021 OHIO Sustainability & Climate Action Goals List
Administrative Support
• Achieve recognition for innovative and robust sustainability planning, coordination, and governance.
• Build resiliency into processes and infrastructure.
• Create funding mechanisms for sustainability initiatives outside of General Funds.

Buildings

• Reduce building impacts by using best practices in construction, renovation, and demolition.
• Maintain and operate existing buildings to reduce impacts.

Climate

• Reduce institutional greenhouse gas emissions.
• Reduce or eliminate air pollution from stationary and mobile sources.

Curriculum Core

• Increase opportunities for formal, experiential, and community-engaged sustainability learning experiences.
• Assess and strengthen sustainability culture and literacy.

Energy

• Reduce campus and building energy intensity.
• Decrease reliance on fossil fuel energy.

Engagement Core

• Create, enhance, and track transformative sustainability engagement ecosystems
• Offer opportunities to learn about or contribute to sustainability initiatives.

Food

• Support the local food economy with preference to “neighborhood food” products.
• Promote mindful foods choices; collaborate with communities to provide education on impacts of food choices.

Grounds

• Create and maintain healthy, natural, biodiverse, and beautiful landscapes that can act as the foundation for
sustainability-oriented experiential learning opportunities.
• Reduce carbon emissions from grounds-related activities.

Human Resources
• Ensure that sustainability, diversity, and inclusion are factors in employee hiring, professional development,
retention, and assessments.
• Support and promote employee physical and mental health, wellness & resilience.

Investments
• Increase investments that support sustainable economic activity.

Procurement
• Increase purchasing of sustainable and/or recycled products across a range of categories.

Research Core
• Increase research focused on sustainability or carbon neutrality.
• Provide incentives and support to researchers who conduct sustainability engagement ecosystem research with
triple bottom line benefits.

Student Life
• Support and promote student physical and mental health, wellness, and resilience.
• Prioritize sustainability, diversity and inclusion as positive student attributes in academics, recruitment, and
retention efforts.

Transportation
• Reduce carbon emissions from transportation.
• Create safe, efficient, affordable, and healthy routes and options for non-single occupancy vehicle transit.

Waste
• Reduce municipal and Universal Solid Waste
• Increase diversion from landfill to reuse, recycling and composting.

Water
• Work with communities to protect ground water quality and surface waters.
• Reduce impacts from storm water.
• Reduce potable water usage and water use for irrigation.
•Living Hub Goals

•Infrastructure Hub goals

•Administration Hub goals

•Core/Adminstrative goals

Goals align with the OHIO Strategic Priority “enhancing the University’s national position as a leading-edge laboratory
for sustainability.”

